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General information 

Investment research is produced and issued by subsidiaries of Morningstar, Inc. including, but not limited to, 
Morningstar Research Services LLC, registered with and governed by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commissions. 
For more information about the persons involved in the production of investment research, please refer to the specific 
report or contact your local Morningstar office. 

Morningstar’s Manager Research Group consists of manager research employees of various Morningstar, Inc. 
subsidiaries who prepare analysis on investment products and quantitative research employees of Morningstar, Inc. or 
its subsidiaries who aim to help investors by providing innovative research, models, and software. Manager research 
employees are guided by the Morningstar Research Services Code of Ethics and Investment Research Integrity Policy 
in carrying out their responsibilities. For more information about policies governing manager research employees’ 
conduct, please visit global.morningstar.com/equitydisclosures 

This report is for informational purposes, intended for financial professionals and/or qualified investors (“Users”) and 
should not be the sole piece of information used by such Users or their clients in making an investment decision.  
Please note, “Morningstar” is used throughout this section to refer to Morningstar, Inc. and/or its affiliates, as 
applicable. 

The opinions expressed within the Report are given in good faith, are as of the date of the Report and are subject to 
change without notice. Neither the analyst nor Morningstar commits themselves in advance to whether and in which 
intervals updates to the Report are expected to be made. The written analysis, ratings, Pillar Scores, and ESG 
Commitment Levels within this Report are statements of opinions; they are not statements of fact. 

Morningstar believes reasonable efforts were made by its analysts to carefully research information contained in their 
analysis and by the Quantitative Research team in creating methodologies and choosing supporting data. The 
information on which the analysis is based has been obtained from sources which are believed to be reliable such as, 
for example, the fund’s prospectus and shareholder reports (or their equivalents), managed investment company 
website, interviews with managed investment company personnel, and relevant and appropriate press sources as well 
as data, statistics and information within Morningstar’s own database. While Morningstar, its analysts, and the 
Quantitative Research team has obtained data, statistics and information from sources it believes to be reliable, the 
data, statistics, and information has not been audited or independently verified. 

 

Methodology 

Morningstar Medalist Ratings/Pillar Scores are assigned based on (1) an analyst’s qualitative assessment, either 
directly or indirectly or (2) using algorithmic techniques intended to be similar to those an analyst might assign if 
he/she had covered the vehicle. Investment vehicles are evaluated on three key pillars. Qualitative investment 
research is produced and issued by subsidiaries of Morningstar, Inc. Quantitatively-driven analysis is generated using 
mental models meant to mirror analyst-driven written analysis. 

For more information about Morningstar's methodologies, please visit global.morningstar.com/equitydisclosures  



For a list of managed investments which Morningstar currently covers and provides written analysis on please contact 
your local Morningstar office. For information on the historical Morningstar Medalist Rating for any managed 
investment Morningstar covers, please contact your local Morningstar office. 

 

Conflict Disclosure  

In certain jurisdictions, the Report contents, except for the Morningstar Medalist Rating and key analysis/opinions, 
may be shared with the managed investment company prior to publication. In the unlikely event that Morningstar 
would change their analysis/opinions and/or the Morningstar Medalist Rating based on feedback as result of such 
review, the Report would disclose such a fact. 

Conflicts of Interest 

• Analysts may own (actual or beneficial) interests in the managed investments that are the subject of the 
Report. No material interests are held by the analyst or their immediate family in the managed investments 
that are the subject of the Report. Analysts have not received or purchased units in the managed 
investments that are the subject of the Report prior to a public offering of such units. 

• In general, Morningstar will not hold a material interest in the managed investments that are the subject of 
the Report. If a material interest is held by Morningstar, or if Morningstar owns a net long or short position in 
the managed investment that is the subject of this Report that exceeds 0.5% of the total issued share capital 
of the security, it will be disclosed at https://www.morningstar.com/company/disclosures/holdings. 

• Morningstar employees’ compensation is derived from Morningstar’s overall earnings and consists of salary, 
bonus and in some cases restricted stock. 

• Neither Morningstar nor its analysts receive compensation or material benefits from product issuers or third 
parties in connection with the Report. 

• Morningstar’s overall earnings are generated in part by the activities of the Investment Management and 
Research groups, and other affiliates, who provide services to product issuers. 

• Morningstar does not receive commissions for providing research and does not charge managed investment 
issuers to be rated. 

• Morningstar employees may not pursue business and employment opportunities outside Morningstar within 
the investment industry (including but not limited to, working as a financial planner, an investment 
professional or investment professional representative, a broker-dealer or broker-dealer agent, a financial 
writer, reporter, or analyst) without the approval of Morningstar’s Legal and if applicable, Compliance teams. 

• Morningstar may provide the investment product issuer or its related entities with services or products for a 
fee and on an arms’ length basis including software products and licenses, research and consulting services, 
data services, licenses to republish our ratings and research in their promotional material, event sponsorship 
and website advertising. 

• Certain managed investments use an index created by and licensed from Morningstar, Inc. as their tracking 
index. We mitigate any actual or potential conflicts of interests resulting from that by not producing 
qualitative analysis on any such managed investment as well as imposing informational barriers (both 
technology and non-technology where appropriate and monitoring by the compliance department. 

• Morningstar's Investment Management group has arrangements with financial institutions to provide 
portfolio management/investment advice, some of which an analyst may issue investment research reports 
on. In addition, the Investment Management group creates and maintains model portfolios whose underlying 



holdings can include financial products, including managed investments that may be the subject of this 
Report. However, analysts do not have authority over Morningstar's Investment Management group's 
business arrangements nor allow employees from the Investment Management group to participate or 
influence the analysis or opinion prepared by them. Furthermore, information barriers are established 
between business lines to prevent these conflicts of interests. 

• Morningstar, Inc. is a publicly traded company (Ticker Symbol: MORN) and thus a managed investment 
which is the subject of this Report may own more than 5% of Morningstar, Inc.’s total outstanding units. 
Please access Morningstar, Inc.’s most recent Proxy Statement and refer to the section titled “Security 
Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management” at 
https://shareholders.morningstar.com/investor- relations/financials/sec-filings/default.aspx. A 
managed investment’s holding of Morningstar stock has no bearing on and is not a requirement for  
managed investments Morningstar determines to cover. 

Analysts do not have any other material conflicts of interest at the time of publication. Users wishing to obtain 
further information about how we manage conflicts should refer to 
http://global.morningstar.com/managerdisclosures. 

 

Risk Warning  

The Morningstar Medalist Ratings are not statements of fact, nor are they credit or risk ratings. The Morningstar 
Medalist Rating (i) should not be used as the sole basis in evaluating an investment product, (ii) involves unknown 
risks and uncertainties which may cause expectations not to occur or to differ significantly from what was expected, 
(iii) are not guaranteed to be based on complete or accurate assumptions or models when determined algorithmically, 
(iv) involve the risk that the return target will not be met due to such things as unforeseen changes in changes in 
management, technology, economic development, interest rate development, operating and/or material costs, 
competitive pressure, supervisory law, exchange rate, tax rates, exchange rate changes, and/or changes in political 
and social conditions, and (v) should not be considered an offer or solicitation to buy or sell the investment product. A 
change in the fundamental factors underlying the Morningstar Medalist Rating can mean that the rating is 
subsequently no longer accurate.  

Please note that investments in securities are subject to market and other risks and there are no assurances or 
guarantee that the intended investment objectives will be achieved. Past performance of a security may or may not be 
sustained in future and is no indication of future performance. A Security’s investment return and an investor’s 
principal value will fluctuate so that, when redeemed, an investor's share may be worth more or less than their 
original cost. A security’s current investment performance may be lower or higher than the investment performance 
noted in the report. For investment in foreign markets, there are further risks, generally based on exchange rates or 
changes in political and social conditions. 

Prices noted with the Report are the closing prices on the last stock-market trading day before the publication date 
stated, unless another point in time is explicitly stated. 

Indexes noted within the report are unmanaged, their returns do not include payment of any sales charges or fees an 
investor would pay to purchase securities, and cannot be invested in directly. 
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